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PA-0 Introduction 

MeteoGalicia is  involved in the development of a regional oceanographic  forecast system for 

the Galician Coas t (NW-Spain) to provide forecas ts on currents , water temperature, salinity 

and sea level. Wave models  have been improved in order to achieve enough resolution inside 

the Rias  Gallegas . Meteorological models  are also in cons tant development and they play a 

c rucial role forcing those models . 

 

PA-1 Conceptual Model 

Below, a brief description of the models  was  done. Description of meteorological models 

(MM5, and WRF), and wave model (SWAN) are included. 

1.1 MM5 Model Description 

1.1.1 Introduction to MM5 Modeling System 

The Fifth-Generation NCAR / Penn State Mesoscale Model is the lates t in a series  that 

developed from a mesoscale model used by Anthes  at Penn State in the early ‘70 ’s that was 

later documented by Anthes and Warner (1978). Since that time it has  undergone many 

changes  designed to broaden its usage. These include (i) a multiple-nes t capability, (ii) 

nonhydrostatic  dynamics , and (iii) a four-dimensional data assimilation capability as well as 

more phys ics options , and portability to a wider range of computing platforms. These 

changes  have effects  on how jobs  are set up using the modeling system, so the purpose of 

this  introduction is  to acquaint the user with some concepts  as used in the MM5 system.  

 

A  schematic  diagram (Fig. 1 .1) is  provided showing a flow-chart of the complete modeling 

system. It is  intended to show the order of the programs, flow of the data, and to briefly 

describe their primary functions . Terres trial and isobaric meteorological data are horizontally 

interpolated (programs TERRAIN and REGRID) from a latitude-longitude mesh to a variable 

high-resolution domain on either a Mercator, Lambert Conformal, or Polar Stereographic 

projec tion. Since the interpolation does  not provide mesoscale detail, the interpolated data 

may be enhanced (program RAWINS/little_r) with observations  from the s tandard network of 
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surface and rawinsonde s tations  using a successive-scan C ressman or multiquadric 

technique. Program INTERP performs the vertical interpolation from pressure levels to the 

sigma coordinate system of MM5. Sigma surfaces near the ground closely follow the terrain, 

and the higher-level sigma surfaces tend to approximate isobaric surfaces . Since the vertical 

and horizontal resolution and domain size are variable, the modeling package programs 

employ parameterized dimensions  requiring a userdefined amount of core memory. Some 

peripheral storage devices  are also used. 

 

 

 

Fig 1.1 The MM5 modeling system flow chart 

 

For more info and a complete description of MM5 model please visit: 

http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/mm5/ 

1.1.2 The MM5 Model Horizontal and Vertical Grid 

It is  useful to first introduce the model’s grid configuration. The modelling sys tem usually 

gets and analyzes its data on pressure surfaces , but these have to be interpolated to the 

model’s  vertical coordinate before being input to the model. The vertical coordinate is  terrain 

following (see Fig.1 .2) meaning that the lower grid levels  follow the terrain while the upper 

surface is  flat. Intermediate levels  progressively flatten as  the pressure decreases  toward the 

chosen top pressure. A dimensionless  quantity σ is  used to define the model levels  where 

 

( )
( )ts

t

pp
pp

−
−=σ

 (1 .1) 

 

p is  the pressure, pt is  a specified constant top pressure, ps  is  the surface pressure.  
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As described in a later section, the nonhydrostatic  model coordinate uses a reference-state 

pressure to define the coordinate rather than the ac tual pressure which is used in the 

hydrostatic  model. It can be seen from the equation and Fig 1 .2  that σ is  zero at the top and 

one at the surface, and each model level is  defined by a value of σ. The model vertical 

resolution is  defined by a list of values  between zero and one that do not necessarily have to 

be evenly spaced. Commonly the resolution in the boundary layer is much finer than above, 

and the number of levels may vary from ten to forty, although there is  no limit in princ iple.  

 

The horizontal grid has an Arakawa-Lamb B-s taggering of the velocity variables with respect 

to the scalars . This  is  shown in Fig 1 .3 where it can be seen that the scalars  (T, q etc .) are 

defined at the center of the grid square, while the eas tward (u) and northward (v) velocity 

components  are collocated at the corners . The center points  of the grid squares  will be 

referred to as c ross points , and the corner points are dot points. Hence horizontal veloc ity is 

defined at dot points , for example, and when data is  input to the model the preprocessors  do 

the necessary interpolations  to assure consistency with the grid. 

 

All the above variables are defined in the middle of each model vertical layer, referred to as 

halflevels  and represented by the dashed lines  in Fig 1 .3 . Vertical veloc ity is  carried at the 

full levels (solid lines). In defining the sigma levels it is  the full levels that are listed, 

including levels  at 0  and 1 . The number of model layers  is  therefore always  one less  than the 

number of full sigma levels . Note also the I , J, and K index directions in the modeling 

system. The finite differenc ing in the model is , of course, crucially dependent upon the grid 

staggering wherever gradients  or averaging are required to represent terms  in the equations , 

and more details  of this  can be found in the model desc ription document (Grell et al., 1994). 
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the vertical 
structure of the model. The example is for 15 

vertical layers. Dashed lines denote half-sigma 
levels, solid lines denote full-sigma levels. 

 

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation showing the 
horizontal Arakawa B-grid staggering of the dot 

(l) and cross (x) grid points. The smaller inner box 
is a representative mesh staggering for a 3:1 
coarse-grid distance to fine-grid distance ratio. 

 
 

1.1.3 Nesting 

MM5 contains  a capability of multiple nes ting with up to nine domains  running at the same 

time and completely interacting. A possible configuration is  shown in Fig 1 .4 . The nesting 

ratio is  always  3:1  for two-way interaction. “Two-way interaction” means  that the nest’s 

input from the coarse mesh comes  via its  boundaries , while the feedback to the coarser 

mesh occurs  over the nest interior. 

 

It can be seen that multiple nests  are allowed on a given level of nesting (e.g. domains  2 

and 3 in (Fig 1 .4), and they are also allowed to overlap. Domain 4  is at the third level, 

meaning that its  grid s ize and time step are nine times  less  than for domain 1 . Each sub-

domain has  a “Mother domain” in which it is  completely embedded, so that for domains  2 

and 3  the mother domain is  1 , and for 4 it is 3 . Nests may be turned on and off at any time 

in the simulation, noting that whenever a mother nest is terminated all its descendent nes ts 

also are turned off. Moving a domain is also possible during a simulation provided that it is 

not a mother domain to an active nes t and provided 

that it is  not the coarsest mesh.  

 

One-way nesting is  also possible in MM5. Here the model is  first run to create an output that 

is  interpolated using any ratio (not res tricted to 3:1), and a boundary file is  also c reated 

once a oneway nested domain location is  specified. Typically the boundary file may be hourly 

(dependent upon the output frequency of the coarse domain), and this  data is  time-
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interpolated to supply the nes t. Therefore one-way nesting differs  from two-way nesting in 

having no feedback and coarser temporal resolution at the boundaries . The one-way nest 

may also be initialized with enhanced resolution data and terrain. It is  important that the 

terrain is  consistent with the coarser mesh in the boundary zone, and the TERRAIN 

preprocessor needs to be run with both domains  to ensure this . 

 

 

 
Fig 1.4 Example of a nesting configuration. The shading shows three different levels of 

nesting. 

 

 

1.1.4 Lateral Boundary Conditions 

To run any regional numerical weather predic tion model requires lateral boundary conditions . 

In MM5 all four boundaries  have specified horizontal winds , temperature, pressure and 

moisture fields , and can have specified microphys ical fields  (such as  cloud) if these are 

available. Therefore, prior to running a simulation, boundary values  have to be set in 

addition to initial values for these fields . 

 

The boundary values  come from analyses  at the future times , or a previous  coarser-mesh 

simulation (1-way nes t), or from another model’s forecas t (in real-time forecasts ). For real-

time forecasts  the lateral boundaries  will ultimately depend on a global-model forecast. In 

studies  of pas t cases  the analyses  providing the boundary conditions  may be enhanced by 

observation analysis  (Rawins  or little_r) in the same way as  initial conditions  are. Where 

upper-air analyses  are used the boundary values  may only be available 12-hourly, while for 

model-generated boundary conditions it may be a higher frequency like 6-hourly or even 1-

hourly. 

 

Two-way nest boundaries  are similar but are updated every coarse-mesh timestep and have 

no relaxation zone. The specified zone is  two grid-points  wide instead of one. 
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1.1.5 Map Projections and Map-Scale Factors 

The modeling system has  a choice of several map projections . Lambert Conformal is  suitable 

for mid-latitudes , Polar Stereographic  for high latitudes  and Mercator for low latitudes . The x 

and y direc tions in the model do not correspond to west-eas t and north-south except for the 

Mercator projec tion, and therefore the observed wind generally has  to be rotated to the 

model grid, and the model u and v components need to be rotated before comparison with 

observations . These trans formations are accounted for in the model pre-processors that 

provide data on the model grid, and post-processors . 

The map scale factor, m, is  defined by  

 

m = (dis tance on grid) / (actual distance on earth) 

 

and its  value is  usually close to one varying with latitude. The projec tions  in the model 

preserve the shape of small areas , so that dx=dy everywhere, but the grid length varies 

ac ross  the domain to allow a representation of a spherical surface on a plane surface. Map-

scale factors  need to be accounted for in the model equations  wherever horizontal gradients 

are used. 

1.1.6 Multiple Parameterization Options 

 

� Phys ical processes happening at sub-grid length scale can be modelled with a variety of 

parameterizations . Currently MM5 has  a variety of choices  to model the following sub-

grid process: 

 

� Cumulus: Models the vertical process associated with convective columns and cumulus 

development. Following options are available: AnthesKuo, Grell, A rakawa-Schubert, 

Fritsch-Campbell, Kain-Fritsch, Kain-Fritsch, Betts-Miller. 

 

� PBL: Models  the phys ical process  associeated with heat transport and mixing in the 

Planetary Boundary Layer. Options: Bulk PBL, Blackadar, Burk-Thompson, Eta, MRF, 

Gayno-Seaman, Pleim-Chang.  

 

 

� Moisture:  Refers to the process related with water phases  and their changes . Options: 

Stable precip, Warm rain, Simple ice, Mixed Ice, Mixed Phase, Goddard, Reisner 

graupel, Schultz microphys ics.  
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� Radiation: Models  the radiation interchange in every layer in the model, both long wave 

and short wave. Options: Simple Cooling, Surface radiation, Cloud radiation, CCM2 

radiation, RRTM longwave.  

 

 

� Surface model: Models  the heat and moisture interchange between the air and soil as 

well as the interchange between different soil layers . Options:  Five Layer Model, Noah 

Land Surface Model, Pleim-Xiu Land Surface Model. 

1.1.7 Additional info 

 
For more information please refer to the MM5 manual and following technical notes . 

� Terrain and Land Use for the Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale 

Modeling System (MM5): Program TERRAIN.  NCAR/TN-397+IA, by Yong-Run 

Guo and Sue Chen  

� Data Ingest and Objective Analysis for the PSU/NCAR Modeling System: 

Programs DATAGRID and RAWINS. NCAR/TN-376+IA, by Kevin Manning and 

Philip Haagenson 

� A Description of  the Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model 

(MM5).  NCAR/TN-398+STR, by Georg Grell, Jimy Dudhia, and David Stauffe. 

� The Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5) Source Code Documentation. 

NCAR/TN-392+STR, by Philip Haagenson, Jimy Dudhia, David Stauffer, and Georg 

Grell. 

� A Three-Dimensional Variational (3DVAR) Data Assimilation System For Use 

With MM5. NCAR/TN-453+STRDale Barker, Wei Huang, Yong-Run Guo, and Al 

Bourgeois  

These technical notes  can be downloaded from:  

http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/mm5/doc1.html 

 

MM5 manual can be downloaded from:  

http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/mm5/ 
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1.1.8 Operational configuration of MM5 at MeteoGalicia 

1.1.8.1 Model Domains and Boundary Conditions 

MM5 model runs operationally with two domains nes ted two-way interaction. The coarser 

domain covers  southwest Europe with 100x80 points, 30Km resolution domain and 23 

vertical σ-levels . The smaller domain covers  northwest of Spain with 43x43 points , 10Km 

resolution domain with 23  vertical σ-levels . (fig.1 .5) 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.5.- Operational domains at MeteoGalicia. Coarse domain (left) has 100x80 grid points, 30Km 

resolution. Nested domain (right) has 43x43 grid points, 10Km resolution. Both domains are two way 

nested and have 23 vertical σ-levels. 

 

MM5 model runs  operationally twice a day, s tarting at 0000UTC and 1200UTC , with forecast 

horizons  of 96  and 84  hours  respectively. Initial and boundary conditions  each 3  hours  are 

routinely obtained from NCEP GFS at 1º of horizontal resolution. 

1.1.8.2 Physic Configuration 

An extensive verification of different combinations  of parameterizations  has  been done. As 

result the operational model runs  under the following configuration: 

� Cumulus: Kain-Fristch 

� Moisture: Goddard 

� PBL: MRF 

� Soil model: 5  Layer 

� Radiation: Cloud Scheme 

Some modifications  have been applied to the s tock configuration to improve the performance 

of the model in this  area. The full lis t is  out of the scope of this  document but it is  interesting 

to note that a new interpolation scheme in initial and boundary conditions  have been inc lude 
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to improve SST  at near coast regions .  This  has  proven very important to improve the 

performance of current models in these regions . 

1.1.8.3 Data Required to Run the Modeling System 

Since the MM5 modeling system is  primarily designed for real-data studies /simulations , it 

requires  the following datasets  to run: 

 

� Topography and landuse (in categories ); 

� Gridded atmospheric data that have at least these variables : sea-level pressure, 

wind, temperature, relative humidity and geopotential height; and at these pressure 

levels : surface, 1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100 mb; 

� Observation data that contains  soundings  and surface reports .  

Mesouser provides  a basic set of topography, landuse and vegetation data that have global 

coverage but variable resolution. The Data Support Section of Scientific  Computing Division 

at NCAR has  an extensive archive of atmospheric  data from gridded analyses  to 

observations . For information on how to obtain data from NCAR, please visit URL: 

http://www.scd.ucar.edu/dss/index.html. 

Besides , there a more detailed landuse database (100m resolution) from Europe is obtained 

from http://dataservice.eea.europa.eu/dataservice/metadetails .asp?id=309 and its use now 

in our models . 

1.1.9 Data model output 

FTP server access:  ftp.meteogalicia.es  

Most interesting variables  from full surface model output are extracted and uploaded daily on 

a FTP server from both MM5 domains  of 10Km and 30Km resolution. The data corresponding 

to forecast horizons from 0d, 1d, 2d and 3d will be available from model initialized at 00Z, 

and data corresponding to forecas t horizons  from 1d, 2d and 3d will be available from model 

initialized at 12Z. Data from the forecas t horizon 0d of model initialized at 12Z will not be 

available s ince it would only have 12 hour of forecas ting data. In order to save disk space in 

our FTP server, only files  from model initialized at 00Z and 0d forecast horizon will be kept. 

All files  corresponding to the last three days  runs  also will remain, being deleted afterwards . 
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File format 

NetCdf file have been written in CF standard. The available variables are described the table 

at the end of this  document. At this  point it is  important to establish the differences  between 

the names  on the table. The “name” column refers  to the name given to the variable by the 

user who wrote the file. The “full name” column refers to a longer name that pretends to 

describe more precisely the variable. Finally “s tandard name” refers  to the name given to 

this  variable by the CF s tandard. The “units ” column refers  to the units  of the variable 

expressed in the CF standard format. Meanwhile “name” and “full name” column were 

designed by a specific user, “Standard name” and “units” columns names were designed by 

the standard CF. This  represents  an advantage because the “full name” and “unit” names  will 

not change as long as the CF s tandard remains . Because of this  is important to refer any 

application to this  designations  in order to avoid problems in case “name” and “full name” 

designations  could change in the future. In fac t they are likely to change since they doesn’t 

follow a specific logic  in they designations . 

File names  characterize the data contained inside as  follows: 

“model”_”run star data”_”resolution”_”run start hour”_”forecast horizon”.nc  

As an example, file mm5_20050718_10km_00Z_1d.nc  would indicate: 

� model:   mm5 
� run s tar data:  20050718 
� resolution:   10km 
� run s tar hour:  00Z 
� forecast horizon: 1d 

Every file contains  the model output from 01Z UTC to 00Z UTC  of the day set by the start 

run data and the forecast horizon set in the file name. Following the previous  example the 

file would contain the surface fields  indicated by the table on the 10Km MM5 domain, started 

at 20050718-00Z, for the time interval stated at 20050719-01Z and ended at 20050720-

00Z. 

 

Name Full name Standard name Units  
lat Latitude 

coordinate 

Latitude degree_north 

lon Longitude 

coordinate 

Longitude degree_east 

temp temperature at 

2m 

air_temperature K 
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sst sea surface 

temperature 

sea_surface_temperature K 

shflx surface 

downward 

sensible heat 

flux 

surface_downward_sens ible_heat_f

lux 

W m-2 

lhflx surface 

downward latent 

heat flux 

surface_downward_latent_heat_flu

x 

W m-2 

swflx surface 

downwelling 

shortwave flux 

surface_downwelling_shortwave_fl

ux_in_air 

W m-2 

lwflx surface 

downwelling 

longwave flux 

surface_downwelling_longwave_flu

x_in_air 

W m-2 

u lon-wind at 10m eastward_wind m s-1 

v lat-wind at 10m northward_wind m s-1 

lwm land/water mask land_binary_mask 1  

prec Total 

accumulated 

rainfall between 

each model 

output 

precipitation_amount kg m-2 

ms lp mean sea level 

pressure 

air_pressure_at_sea_level Pa 

c ft cloud cover at 

low and mid 

levels  

cloud_area_fraction 1  

rh relative humidity 

at 2m 

relative_humidity 1  

Tab. 1.1. Variable names on the NetCDF files 

1.2 WRF Model Description 

1.2.1 Introduction to WRF Modelling System 

The WRF Weather Research and Forecas ting (WRF) modelling system is  being development 

as  a collaborative effort among the NCAR Mesoscale and Mic roscale Meteorology (MMM) 
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Division, the National Oceanic  and Atmospheric  Administration’s  (NOAA) National Centers  for 

Environmental P rediction (NCEP) and Forecast System Laboratory (FSL), the Department of 

Defense’s Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA ) and Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), the 

Center for Analysis  and P rediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma, and the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

The model is  des igned to be a flexible, s tate-of-the-art, portable code that is  efficient in a 

massively parallel computing environment. A modular s ingle-source code is  maintained that 

can be configured for both research and operations. It offers  numerous  physics  options , thus 

tapping into the experience of the broad modelling community. Advanced data assimilation 

systems are being developed and tested in tandem with the model. WRF is  maintained and 

supported as  a community model to facilitate wide use, particularly for research and 

teaching, in the university community. I t is suitable for use in a broad spec trum of 

applications  ac ross  scales  ranging from meters  to thousands  of kilometres . Such applications 

include research and operational numerical weather prediction (NWP), data assimilation and 

parameterized-physics research, downscaling climate simulations , driving air quality models , 

atmosphere-ocean coupling, and idealized simulations  (e.g boundary-layer eddies , 

convection, baroclinic  waves).  

The WRF System consists  of these major components :  

� WRF P reprocessing System (WPS) 

� Dynamic solver 

� WRF Pos tprocessor and graphics tools  

1.2.2 WRF Preprocessing System (WPS)  

This  program is  used for real-data simulations . Its  functions  inc lude: 

� Defining the simulation domain;  

� Interpolating terrestrial data (such as terrain, land-use, and soil types) to the 

simulation domain;  

� Degribbing and interpolating meteorological data from another model to the 

simulation domain and the model coordinate. 
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There are two dynamics  solvers  in the WRF: the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) solver 

(originally referred to as  the Eulerian mass  or “em” solver) developed primarily at NCAR, and 

the NMM (Nonhydrostatic  Mesoscale Model) solver developed at NCEP,  

1.2.3 Advanced Research WRF Solver 

The ARW sys tem consists  of the ARW dynamics solver together with other components  of the 

WRF system needed to produce a simulation. Thus , it also encompasses  physics  schemes , 

initialization routines , and a data assimilation package.  

ARW Solver main characteristics  are: 

� Equations: Fully compressible, Euler nonhydrostatic with a run-time hydrostatic 

option available. C onservative for scalar variables . 

� Prognos tic  Variables : Velocity components  u and v in Cartesian coordinate, vertical 

velocity w, perturbation potential temperature, perturbation geopotential, and 

perturbation surface pressure of dry air. Optionally, turbulent kinetic energy and any 

number of scalars such as water vapour mixing ratio, rain/snow mixing ratio, and 

cloud water/ice mixing ratio. 

� Vertical Coordinate: Terrain-following hydrostatic-pressure, with vertical grid 

stretching permitted. Top of the model is  a constant pressure surface. 

� Horizontal Grid: Arakawa C-grid s taggering. 

� Time Integration: Time-split integration using a 3rd order Runge-Kutta scheme with 

smaller time s tep for acoustic  and gravity-wave modes . 

� Spatial Discretization: 2nd to 6th order advection options in horizontal and vertical. 

� Turbulent M ixing and Model Filters : Sub-grid scale turbulence formulation in both 

coordinate and physical space. Divergence damping, external-mode filtering, 

vertically implicit acoustic  step off-centering. Explicit filter option also available. 

� Initial Conditions: Three dimensional for real-data, and one-, two- and three-

dimensional using idealized data. A  number of test cases  are provided. 
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� Lateral Boundary Conditions: Periodic , open, symmetric , and specified options 

available. 

� Top Boundary Conditions: Gravity wave absorbing (diffusion or Rayleigh damping). w 

= 0  top boundary condition at constant pressure level. 

� Bottom Boundary Conditions: Physical or free-slip. 

� Earth’s  Rotation: Full Coriolis  terms  inc luded. 

� Mapping to Sphere: Three map projections are supported for real-data s imulation: 

polar stereographic , Lambert-conformal, and Mercator. Curvature terms  included. 

� Nesting: One-way, two-way, and moving nests . 

 

1.2.4 Nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM) WRF Solver  

The Nonhydrostatic  Mesoscale Model (NMM) core of the Weather Research and Forecasting 

(WRF) system was  developed by the National Oceanic  and Atmospheric  Administration 

(NOAA) National Centers  for Environmental P rediction (NCEP). The current release is  Version 

2 .2 . The WRF-NMM is designed to be a flexible, state-of-the-art atmospheric  simulation 

system that is portable and efficient on available parallel computing platforms. The WRF-

NMM is  suitable for use in a broad range of applications  across  scales  ranging from meters  to 

thousands  of kilometres . 

The key features  of the WRF-NMM are: 

� Fully compressible, non-hydrostatic  model with a hydrostatic  option  

� Hybrid (sigma-pressure) vertical coordinate.  

� Arakawa E-grid.  

� Forward-backward scheme for horizontally propagating fast waves , implic it scheme 

for vertically propagating sound waves , Adams-Bashforth Scheme for horizontal 

advection, and Crank-Nicholson scheme for vertical advection. The same time s tep is 

used for all terms.   
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� Conservation of a number of first and second order quantities , inc luding energy and 

enstrophy 

1.2.5 Model Physics 

Model physics parameterizations  are quite s imilar in both dynamic  solvers . Main 

parameterizations  are: 

� Mic rophysics: Bulk schemes ranging from s implified physics suitable for mesoscale 

modelling to sophisticated mixed-phase phys ics suitable for cloud-resolving 

modelling. 

� Cumulus parameterizations: Adjustment and mass-flux schemes for mesoscale 

modelling including NWP . 

� Surface physics : Multi- layer land surface models  ranging from a simple thermal 

model to full vegetation and soil moisture models , including snow cover and sea ice. 

� Planetary boundary layer physics: Turbulent kinetic  energy prediction or non-local K 

schemes . 

� Atmospheric radiation physics : Longwave and shortwave schemes with multiple 

spectral bands and a s imple shortwave scheme. Cloud effects and surface fluxes  are 

included. 

1.2.6 WRF-Var System 

� Inc remental formulation of the model-space cos t function. 

� Quasi-Newton or conjugate gradient minimization algorithms. 

� Analysis  inc rements  on un-staggered Arakawa-A  grid. 

� Representation of the horizontal component of background error B via recurs ive 

filters  (regional) or power spectra (global). The vertical component is  applied through 

projec tion onto c limatologically-averaged eigenvectors  of vertical error. 

Horizontal/vertical errors  are non-separable (horizontal scales  vary with vertical 

eigenvector). 
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� Background cos t function (Jb) preconditioning via a control variable trans form U 

defined as  B = UUT . 

� Flexible choice of background error model and control variables . 

� Climatological background error covariances  estimated via either the NMC-method of 

averaged forecast differences  or suitably averaged ensemble perturbations . 

� Unified 3D-Var (4D-Var under development), global and regional, multi-model 

capability.  

 

 
 

1.2.7 Operational configuration of WRF-Model at MeteoGalicia 

During EASY P roject, WRF model are operational at MeteoGalicia, not only for the weather 

forecasters , also to force hydrodynamic  models  in the Rias . For this  purpose a high resolution 

WRF model (1 .3  km resolution) will be execute near the coast nested to operational solution 

for whole Galic ia Region at 4  km resolution 

The new operational scheme will implement a finer resolution than current models , covering 

Southwestern Europe at 36  km of resolution, Iberian Peninsula at 12  km, and Galicia at 4 

km, as  it can be seen in the next figure: 
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Figure 1.6: New grids configuration with WRF model at MeteoGalicia 
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Figure 1.7: Modelled terrain height in the four domains (d01 @36km, d02 @12km, d03 @4km and d04 @1.3km) 
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1.3 SWAN Model 

1.3.1 Introduction to SWAN Model 

SWAN model (Simulating Waves  Nearshore) has  been developed by Delft Univers ity or 

Technology.  

SWAN is  third generation wave model, although first and second generation modes  are also 

possible. This  model is  based on wave ac tion balance equation spectra propagation. SWAN is 

specifically designed for coas tal applications, taking into account generation by wind, 

whitecapping, depth-induced wave breaking and non linear interactions  (quadruplets  and, 

more important for coas tal applications , triads). P ropagation processes like propagation 

through geographic  space, refrac tion and shoaling due to spatial variations , blocking and 

refraction by opposing currents  are represented in SWAN. 
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Second and third term represents  propagation of ac tion in geographic  space, the fourth term 

represents  shifting of the relative frequency due to variations  in depth and currents , and fifth 

term represents  depth and current induced refraction. Source/sink (S) terms are wind input, 

dissipation by whitecapping, bottom friction and depth-induced wave breaking and non linear 

wave-wave interac tion. 

SWAN can be used on any scale, although is specifically designed for coastal applications . In 

that sense, SWAN can be easily coupled to other third generation models  such as 

WAVEWATCH III  or WAM. In that case, special care must be taken to ensure that shallow 

water effects  at boundary conditions  are not too s trong, avoiding large discontinuities 

between models . 

1.3.2 Operational Configuration at MeteoGalicia 

Spectral data from 2.5 ’ Wavewatch model and ARPS 6km 10m wind are reprojected to a UTM 

grid to obtain a 500 m high resolution wave prediction. Wave prediction goes  into Rias 

Baixas  which is  a difficult coastal structure for wave modelling. 
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A rotated grid of 104x170 grid points is used in order to represent the natural orientation of 

Rias  Baixas . With this  particular orientation we achieve the maximum sea/land point ratio. 

 

Fig.1.8. - Directional variance density spectra used as boundary condition for SWAN model grid, showing 

two well defined swell peaks. Discrete spectra representation includes 25 frequencies and 24 directions 

both in SWAN and WW3 models. On the right side, a plot of significant wave height (backgroud color) 

and mean wave direction (arrows) for Rias Baixas model grid. Black spots represent reprojected 

boundary spectra input coming from WaveWatch III 2.5’ model grid. 

SWAN model has also another configuration in MeteoGalicia. A 250m resolution grid is 

coupled with WaveWatch III  2 .5 ’ and forcing by ARPS 6km 10m wind, running for Arco 

Ártabro. 
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Fig.1.9. - Plot of significant wave height (background colour) and mean wave direction (arrows) for Arco 

Artabro model grid. 

SWAN provides , once a day in both domains , coastal wave forecasts , hourly significant 

height, peak and medium period and peak and medium direction, for the next 72-hours , and 

they are daily available for the weather forecas ters  and general public  on the MeteoGalicia 

Web site (http://www.meteogalicia.es ).  

PA-2 Real time supply of GCM and regional 

data 

Ins ide EASY  framework, MeteoGalicia is  publishing operationally numerical meteorological 

models outputs in a ftp-site (ftp.meteogalic ia.es). NetCDF format is  used for both, ARPS, 

MM5 models and also for the superficial fields of GFS global meteorological model. An 

example of MM5 NetCDF format is  included in Appendix 1 . 

PA-3 Improvement of GCM 

It depends  on Mercator  
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PA-4 Implementation of the Regional Circulation 

model 

It depends  on IST   

PA-5 Implementation of the Regional Wave 

model 

A wave forecasting sys tem based on the third generation model WAVEWATCH III  (WW3) was 

developed by MeteoGalicia. WW3 model is  a third generation wave model originally 

developed at Marine Modelling and Analys is Branch (MMAB) at the National Center for 

Environmental P rediction (NOAA/NCEP) in the spirit of the WAM model. WW3 is  a phase-

averaging model that solves  the spec tral action density balance equation for wavenumber-

direc tion spectra. The governing equations  inc lude refrac tion of the wave field due to 

temporal and spatial variations of the mean water depth and the mean current. Source-sink 

terms include wind wave growth and decay, nonlinear interac tions , dissipation 

(`whitecapping') and bottom friction. The physics  included in WW3 model do not cover 

conditions  where the waves  are severely depth-limited, and it is  not able to simulate phys ical 

processes within the surf zone.  In some aspects , WW3 model is  more efficient than WAM; 

for example, the use of a third-order numerical propagation scheme prevents the numerical 

diffusion of swell as  it happens  in many WAM cases . 

Although WW3 use is  limited to deep waters , the continental shelf at Galician coas t is  narrow 

enough to achieve a wave forecast at locations  close to the Galician coast and with high 

resolution. For this  reason, SWAN model nested WW3 it is  been developing in to high 

resolution areas  in Galic ian coas t. 

WW3 provides  both, regional and deep ocean wave forecasts  for the next 96-hours , and they 

are daily available for the weather forecasters and general public on the Galician regional 

forecast Web s ite (http://www.meteogalicia.es ).  

It is  not possible to build a self-contained wave forecasting sys tem for Galic ian coast without 

covering at least wide areas  of North Atlantic  Ocean. For this  purpose, a three level one-way 

nesting was  developed (Fig. 5 .1). First model grid covers  North Atlantic  Ocean from 90º W to 

5º E and 15º to 75º N at 0 .5º degrees resolution, which is enough to solve pressure centres 

causing swell events that cannot be solved within regional model grids . Intermediate model 
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grid covers Iberian margin from 24º W to 0º W and from 33º N to 48º N at an intermediate 

resolution of 15 ’ degree. Spectral boundary conditions  are supplied by the 0 .5º degree 

resolution North Atlantic coarser grid. Finally, a regional grid covering Galic ian coast from 

10.75º W to 6º W and 41º N to 44 .75º N downscaling to 2 .5 ’ minutes  resolution was  used. 

Table  shows  the main characteristics of each model grid. 

 

Specification North Atlantic  Ocean Iberian Margin Galician Coast 
Wind forcing GFS 0 .5º GFS 0 .5º GFS 0 .5º 
Grid spacing 0 .5  º 15 ’ 2 .5 ’ 
Northern limit 75º N 48º N 44.75º N 
Southern limit 15º N 33º N 41º N 
Western limit 90º W 24º W 10.75º W 
Eastern limit 5º E 0º W 6º W 

Lowest frequency 0 .0418 Hz 0 .0418 Hz 0 .0418 Hz 
Frequency fac tor 1 .1  1 .1  1 .1  

nº directions  24 24 24 
nº frequenc ies  25 25 25 

∆t spatial propagation 900 s  700 s  180 s  
∆t intraspectral 3600 s  3600 s  1800 s  
∆t source terms  300 s  300 s  180 s  

 
Table 5.1: Main configurations of WAVEWATCH III model for each grid. 

 
 

   

Figure 5.1: Snapshot of significant wave height Hs (background colour) and mean wave direction Dirm (arrows) for three 
nested models.  

WW3 are running two forecasting cycles  per day, and use GFS wind data as  forc ing.  

To achieve the best possible initial condition using GFS 10m wind data, the initial condition of 

the previous  cycle run is  propagated 12  hours . In other words , at 00Z cycle run, a nowcast is 

generated using previous  12Z cycle run initial condition, and 12h wind data from 12Z, 18Z 

and 00Z GFS cycles  as  it is  shown in Fig. 5 .2 . 
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Figure 5.2: Scheme of a 00Z model run. First 12h GFS winds are used to obtain a 00Z wave model 

initial condition. Black circles show GFS model analyses and big grey circles show 3h forecast of previous 

GFS model cycle run. 

PA-6 Implementation of Local Atmospheric 

models 

Two different high resolution numerical weather prediction sys tems, ARPS and MM5, have 

been used during the las t five years  for both operational and research purposes  in 

MeteoGalicia. Both models  run twice a day with a 4  days  forecast horizon. 

The Advanced Regional Predic tion System (ARPS) was jointly developed at the University of 

Oklahoma and at the Center for A nalysis  and P rediction of Storms (CAPS). It is  a non-

hydrostatic atmospheric model and it uses a generalized terrain following coordinate system 

defined for a compressible atmosphere. ARPS solves prognostic equations for the x, y and z 

components  of the Cartesian velocity, the potential temperature, pressure, and the six 

categories  of water substance (water vapor, c loud water, rainwater, cloud ice, snow and 

hail). The continuous equations  are numerically solved using finite difference methods on an 

Arakawa-C  grid. The model runs  in three grids covering southwest Europe in a one-way 

nesting. The coarser grid has a 54 km horizontal resolution, the intermediate grid has a 18 

km resolution, covering all Iberian Peninsula and the finer one covers  Galicia with 6  km of 

horizontal resolution. An optimal interpolation equivalent data assimilation scheme named 

ADAS (ARPS Data Assimilation Scheme) was  implemented in ARPS model over a 6-hour 

assimilation cycle. 

The non-hydrostatic  Penn State Univers ity/National Center of Atmospheric  Research 5 th 

generation Mesoscale Model (MM5) version 3  was also used. MM5 is also a fully non-

hydrostatic model resolving an equivalent set of equations  in a σ-pressure terrain following 

vertical coordinate system. In this case, a coarse grid with 30 km of horizontal resolution 

covering a similar area than ARPS’s  coarser grid is  resolved feeding, in a two-way nesting, 

Forecast 96h 

00Z 18Z 12Z 

Analysis 
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finer grid which covers  the same area, but with 10  km resolution, than ARPS’s  higher 

resolution inner grid. 

Initial and boundary conditions  each 3  hours are routinely obtained from NCEP GFS at 0 .5º of 

horizontal resolution.  

WRF model (Weather Research & Forecasting Model) was  testing in order to improve our 

forecast results . Comparison against MM5 and ARPS, show us  an increase in the skill of the 

forecasts . For example, a comparison of different prec ipitation indexes  its shows in Figure 

6 .1 . These comparison was  done with a similar configuration between MM5 and WRF. 

 

 
Figure 6.3: Comparison of different precipitation indexes for WRF and MM5 models.  

During EASY P roject, WRF model are operational at MeteoGalicia, not only for the weather 

forecasters , also to force hydrodynamic  models  in the Rias . For this  purpose a high resolution 

WRF model (1 .3  km resolution) will be execute near the coast nested to operational solution 

for whole Galic ia Region at 4  km resolution 

The new operational scheme will implement a finer resolution than current models , covering 

Southwestern Europe at 36  km of resolution, Iberian Peninsula at 12  km, and Galicia at 4 

km, as  it can be seen in the next figure: 
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Figure 6.2: New grids configuration with WRF model at MeteoGalicia 

There are some differences  in grid discretization between the two cores  of WRF: the 

Advanced Research WRF (ARW) developed by MMM divison of NCAR, which uses  an 

Arakawa-C grid, and the Nonhydrostatic Mesoscal Model (NMM), developed by NOAA ’s NCEP 

that uses  an Arakawa-E  grid. Due to these differences  in horizontal grid point distribution, 

and in order to assure that both models cover the same area, the number of points in each 

direc tion should be adequately chosen. Despite that fact, the total number of horizontal grid 

points  (nx�ny) remains  almost equal in both model grids . 

 

 ARW NMM 

 resolution 
grid size 

(nx�ny�nz) 
resolution 

grid size 

(nx�ny�nz) 

Domain 1 36 km 119x105x28 ≈ 36 km 84x150x28 
Domain 2 12 km 163x133x28 ≈ 12 km 116x190x28 
Domain 3 4 km 136x121x28 ≈ 4  km 94x172x28 

Moreover, additional higher resolution grids  would be nested within the inner domain, 

reaching resolutions  of 1 .3  km in Rias  Baixas  and A rtabro Gulf, running once a day. 
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Oceanographic  models (waves  and currents ) would be force by the results of these finer 

grids. 

Benchmarks: CPU times 

Improvements  in the facilities  of the Galician Supercomputing Center (CESGA), with the 

acquisition of a new high-performance computing equipment named Finis  Terrae, will allow 

us  to significantly increase the resolution of our models . 

New computing environment: Finis Terrae: 

- More than 2 .500 cores Intel IA-64 Itanium 2  1600 MHz (± 1 .6  TFlops) 

o 142 nodes  with 16  cores (128 GB memory) 

o 1 node with 128 cores  (1024 GB memory) 

o 1 node with 128 cores  (284 GB memory) 

- More than 190.000 GB of memory 

- Infiniband network 

- Storage: more than 390.000 GB (disk) and 1  PB (tape) 

A  simple tes t to compare CPU time with both WRF dynamical cores  was  performed, and as  it 

can be seen in the next table, NMM is about 90% faster than ARW solving almost equivalent 

grids 

 domain resolution total time 
grid size 

(nx�ny�nz) 
∆t 

CPU time 

(1 proc.) 

ARW d01 36 km 24 h 60x60x28 210 s  250.6  s  
NMM d01 ≈36 km 24 h 42x86x28 80 s 232.9  s  

Also some preliminary parallelization benchmarks have been made in this 1-domain 

configuration, but because of its small size, no significant speed-up has been obtained. A 

comprehens ive parallelization benchmark should be also performed with the complete 3-grid 

configuration to study speed-ups  in order to determine the more convenient computing 

resources  needs .  
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Figure 6.2: CPU Time in different number of processors and its scalability 

 

Number of  procs Minutes per day 

1 395 

2  198 

4  101 

8  55 

16 38 
32 25 

64 20 
Table 6.1: CPU Time in different number of processors 

Looking at these CPU times in different number of processor we decided to run the 

operational WRF-ARW model configuration in 32  processors  of Finis  Terrae machine, because 

the improvement from 32 to 64  processors its  only 5  minutes/day. 

We are also made some tes ts  with a temporal variable step in WRF-ARW code in order to 

assure the results  with this  option are similar to the fixed time step option. We found out 

that were s imilar and the CPU time was  reduced up to 70%, reaching the solution, in best 

cases , in 17  minutes  per day. 
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Figure 6.3: Modelled terrain height in the four domains (d01 @36km, d02 @12km, d03 @4km and d04 @1.3km) 
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Figure 6.4: Modelled surface wind in the four domains (d01 @36km, d02 @12km, d03 @4km and d04 @1.3km) 

At this  moment a comprehens ive validation is  being done, running several months  from past 

years  in order to assure that conclusions  obtained by the initial verifications  are 

representative. 

PA-7 Implementation of Local Wave models 

A coas tal wave forecasting sys tem nes ted on WW3 model was developed by MeteoGalicia 

us ing SWAN (Simulating WAves  Nearshore) model.  

This model is run operationally once a day using ARPS 6  km resolution forecast as  wind 

forc ing. 

A more detailed validation of the system were be made inside EASY Project but finally this 

work have not did it, due to the problems with buoy installed in the Ria of Vigo.  

The use of WRF 1 .3  km resolution wind forcing will permit us  a better definition of local wind 

and therefore a better definition of local waves , and we are starting to use these wind forcing 

to try to demonstrate this  advantage 
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Figure 7.1.- SWAN model wave forecast with 500 meters of resolution in Galician Rías. 

PA-8 Implementation of Local Circulation 

models 

MeteoGalicia –  Intecmar Operational Coastal Forecast system is  based on MOHID 

hydrodynamic  model. This  numerical tool has  been originally developed by the MARETEC 

Group of the Instituto Superior Técnico (IST , Technical University of Lisbon, P ortugal). This 

model has  shown its  ability to simulate complex coastal and estuarine flows  (Coelho et al., 

2002), not only in barotropic  way, as  in baroclinic  (Further information: www.mohid.com). 

Meteorological forcing is  supplied by the MM5 forecasting model, daily running operationally 

at MeteoGalicia. 

ESEOAT (Puertos  del Estado) and PSY2v1 (Mercator-Océan) applications  provide salinity and 

temperature fields  which are relaxed at all depth along the open boundary of the regional 

model (0 .05º). Temperature and Salinity initial fields are also obtained from these 
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applications . Therefore, the operational scheme is  designed to use two different ocean OBC 

and IC sources  giving robustness to the sys tem. 

With the aim of defining the mayor hydrodynamic  processes in the Galicia Coast and inside 

the Rias , several spatial scales  have been defined in our operational application (Fig.8 .1): 

 
Fig.8.1.- MeteoGalicia – Intecmar operational application takes into account three different scales: 

Galicia Scale, a finer coastal scale (0.02º), and inside Rías scale 

 

A coarse resolution grid covering the Galician coast (0 .06º) - This scale was actually defined 

strictly due to modelling reasons , namely tide simulation and nesting to global or regional 

models . 

Three more detailed nes ted domains Rias  Baixas , Golfo Artabro and Mariña Lucense scale 

(0 .02º of resolution) –  This  scale is  representative of hydrodynamic  processes  occurring at 

the continental shelf such as  upwelling and downwelling phenomena, Poleward current and 

salinity fronts .  
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A  Ría scale (500 m of resolution). This  scale permits  a more detailed s imulation of the 

es tuarine c irculation and the interaction with the open sea at the Rias ’s  mouths . This  scale is 

also running operationally every day, and a relocatable domain will set-up where a more 

resolution will be needed in emergency s ituations . 

A lot of efforts  are being done in order to improve the results  of the complete system, 

focusing in high resolution domains . A good salinity and temperature fields forecast inside 

the Rias  is  very sensitive due to fisheries  and aquaculture activities inside them. 

The bathymetries  used were made without any type of filtering, us ing as  source ETOPO, with 

2  min of arc  of resolution, and data from local nautical charts  to correc t near coas t zones . In 

all the domains , it was assumed a Cartesian (z-level) discretization of 35 layers . The Z-level 

system presents the advantage of allowing a high resolution at surface layers  over deep 

waters.  

The harmonic  tidal constituents  for MOHID have been provided by the global tidal solution 

model FES2004 and FES95 (Le P rovost et al. 1998). T idal forcing is introduced at the open 

boundary of the coarse domain, prescribing elevations  and transports  through depth mean 

velocity determined from 27 tidal cons tituents . It has  to do with the fact that global tide 

solution models  are more accurate when applied far from the coast.  

Freshwater input from main rivers has  been included as forc ing in MOHID model. Monthly 

mean discharge data from gauge s tation have been provided by Aguas  de Galicia. Most of 

these stations are not located at the mouth of the rivers ; therefore a weight factor has been 

used to extrapolate these inland data to their respective river mouth locations . 

Spin-up 

For the spin-up procedure a methodology based on a s low connection of the forces  was 

implemented (Slow Start). This  methodology consists  in defining an initial condition where 

salinity and temperature initial fields  are interpolated from Mercator-Ocean or ESEOAT 

solution and null velocity field is assumed, and sea level field with a null gradient is also 

considered. A coeffic ient that varies linearly between 0 and 1  along the “connection” period 

of 5  days is multiplied by the baroclinic force and wind s tress . Because the forces are s lowly 

connected, the velocity reference solution of the open boundary needs  also to be s lowly 

connected. The nudging term in the momentum equation is multiplied by a lineal coefficient. 

In this  way, the velocity field near the boundary also converges  slowly to the reference 

solution. The nudging term in the momentum equation is  a force proportional to the inverse 
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of the decay time. This force makes the model velocities  converge to the reference velocity 

field.  

Run Scheme 

The operational scheme is  composed by a preliminary spin-up of seven days  hindcast in 

order to get suitable initial conditions . After that, the model is  run for three days  forecast. 

This  simulation cyc le is repeated daily. 

  
Fig.8.2.- Operational Scheme. MOHID application is run daily at MeteoGalicia. 

Firs t model verifications  are currently been performed against Puertos del Estado buoys 

along Galician coast (Figure 8 .3) 
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Figure 8.3.- Surface current velocity in Bares Buoy 

Besides , a spec ific  tool, called MarGis  Tool, was  developed by Intecmar with the aim of 

merging the outputs  of the meteorological, oceanographic and also particle tracking models 

into a Geographical Information System (GIS).  
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Figure 8.4. MarGIS was developed under EROCIPS project (INTERREG IIIB) 

MarGIS tool is  an extension built in A rcGIS 9 .0  and allows  easily to insert input data with 

different formats  (HDF5, NetCDF CF 1 .0 . & ASCII). In order to recognise the different used 

fields  by the models  and different output formats  of available models , MarGIS Tool search 

through a sort of templates describing the output configuration. These templates are writing 

in XML. It means an adaptable and easy use. Besides , MarGIS Tool has built in Arc  Tracking 

analysis  extension, therefore, it is  allow to c reate animations  with the outputs  of the models . 

This tool allows  to draw up risk maps , or make a georeferencied queries  with other 

information layers, as  affected councils , menaced fisheries  organizations , etc  (Figure 8 .5).  
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Figure 8.5: MarGIS allows for make georeferencied queries: Map with a query mixing model outputs 

and information from councils. 

MarGis  tool was  made inside INTERREG IIIB EROCIPS P rojec t, but it is  under development 

yet. Inside EASY Projec t, MarGis  will be use as a Web Tool in order to show a lot of 

information in an interactive way and also developing new facilities . 

Improvements in local circulation models 

During Vigo exercise, high resolution model results  will be validated against profiles  from 

CTD campaign. 
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Fig. 8.6.- CTD Profiles inside the Ría de Vigo. 

The validation results  showed a good agreement with the observed salinity field. Not only in 

surface data, also in depth. In next figure, a comparison of both profiles  is  shown in different 

points  of the Ría. 

 

   

Fig. 8.7.- Comparison between salinity model results (black dots) and CTD data (solid line) 
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The skill of the model to simulate salinity profiles  has  been probed in figures  above. 

Nevertheless , we found a disagreement in temperature profiles . 

 
Fig. 8.8.- Temperature (right) and salinity (left) profile 

A poor vertical desc ription was  found in our model. A  more complete vertical disc retization 

was  done in order to try to represent better the real profiles  inside the Rias . In Figure 8 .10  a 

more detailed vertical profile are shows  obtained better agreement among real data. 
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Figure 8.9.- Comparison between temperature an salinity model results (black dots) and CTD data 

(solid line) with 15 vertical levels inside the Ria 
 
 

The use of different sources  in the radiation fluxes  causes  changes  in the hydrodynamic 

behaviour of the Ría. 

Short-wave radiation (emitted by the sun, QSW), long-wave radiation (emitted by the 

atmosphere and by the water surface), sens ible heat (QS) and latent heat (Q L) were the 

fluxes taken into account. The MOHID model allows  to take these variables from an 

atmospheric  model, calculate them using theoretical and bulk formulas  or maintain them 

constants . In the first part of the study, the influence of the nature of the source of the 

radiation forcing was  tested. The left table in Table 8 .1  shows  the different test made.  
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Table 8.1.- Experimental conditions 

On the other hand, once that radiation reaches the sea surface, the MOHID model assumes 

that solar radiation is  the only one that penetrates  into the water column. A bimodal 

exponential func tion was  chosen as  a parameterization of the vertical gradient of the 

downward solar irradiance and thence of the vertical heating profile: 

zKzK IRV eReRII )1(/ 0 −+=
 Where I  is  the irradiance at depth z, I 0 is  the irradiance at the 

surface less reflected solar radiation, R is  the percentage of visible radiation and KV and KIR  

are  the visible and near-infrared absorption coefficients  respectively.   

This  way allows  s imultaneously account for the preferential absorption of the near-infrared 

portion of the solar spectrum, and for the slower decay of the most penetrative (visible) 

component. The different tests  made are shown in the right table in Table 8 .1 .  

For both parts  of the s tudy, s imulations  were made for three days  (24 th-27 th April 2007, after 

7  days  of spin up) coinciding with a CTD campaign ins ide of the Ria de Vigo in order to 

undertake comparison exercises . 

Figure 8 .10 shows  surface fields  of temperature and currents  in two of these different tes ts 

(surface distribution fields). The values of the heat fluxes obtained or calculated seem to be 

different enough from one tes t to another to create changes in the hydrodynamic behaviour 

of the Ría. The intensity of the currents  is  quite different and so the surface temperatures , 

mainly in those places  where stronger currents are associated to locally upwelled water.   
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Figure 8.10.- Comparison between surface temperature and surface currents for P3 and P0. 

The results of the different tests of this firs t s tudy were compared with CTD data (Figure 

8 .11). Test P03 offer the highes t values  of temperature in the upper layers , quite far from 

those that were obtained from the other tests . 
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Figure 8.11.- Temperature and salinity vertical profiles in a point inside the Ria de Vigo. Grey area 

represents the difference between the CTD go down and go up. 

The results  were also compared with 3m-depth temperature temporal series  from offshore 

buoys  (Figure 8 .12) and similar results  were obtained from the comparison. 

 
Figure 8.12.- 3m-depth temperature temporal serie. Test results vs. buoy data from Puertos del Estado 
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Effects of  absorption coeff icients 

In order to evaluate the effects  of the different absorption coefficients , changes  in the 

vertical parameterization of the downward solar irradiance were made. The default 

configuration for the heat budget was  that of the previous  test P3. The results from the 

second part of the s tudy show surface temperature fields  and surface current intensities  with 

very similar values  between tests . The most differences  are shown in the vertical distribution 

of temperature. Figure 6  shows  a vertical profile and its  comparison with the corresponding 

CTD profile. The appearance and intensity of the thermoc line changes  when the amount of 

energy available to the different layers is  varied. Besides , these changes  are appreciable 

from surface until more than 40 m depth which means more than the average depth of the 

Ria. 

 
Figure 8.13.- Temperature and salinity vertical profiles in a point inside the Ria de Vigo. Grey area 

represents the difference between the CTD go down and go up. 

Comparisons with offshore buoys data were also made for this  part of the study (Figure 

8 .14). Test P4 gives better results  in this zone. However, in temperature profiles  (Figure 

8 .13), data from tes t P4 show higher values  of temperature that are increased in the whole 
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water column and tes ts  such as  P3  or P6  seem to preserve better the structure of the 

thermocline. This lead to the conclusion that for coastal waters the approximation should be 

different from the open water one. Hence, a new s imulation was  carried out using the test P3 

configuration (KV , KIR and R values) in Vigo domain and test P4 configuration in coarser 

domains  (P43). 

 
Figure 8.14.- 3m-depth temperature temporal serie. Test results vs. buoy data from Puertos del Estado 

Taken into account vertical profiles and CTDs comparisons (figures  8 .11 and 8 .13), the 

different simulations made have no important effects in salinity profiles  in the Ría, and in all 

the cases  the results are very similar to the real ones . Thus , the salinity profile seems to be 

more controlled by the intensity of the river flow.  

As it could be seem, changes in the extinction coefficients  modify the depth in the water 

column until which the effects  of solar radiation can be noticed. In spite of this , deeper layers 

of MOHID are warmer than real profiles . Thus , temperature values  in these layers  are 

probably strongly affected by the initial conditions  and most of all by the temperature 

profiles  imposed as  open boundary conditions  in the coarse domain. 

Use of  Mercator data 

In order to make more robust our operational set up, a comparison between MOHID results 

forced by ESEOAT and Mercator was  made.  

The comparison was made between MOHID results for the period between 6 th and 12th 

September 2007 after two weeks of spin-up (22nd August – 5 th September). Analysis and 

Forecast results  were compared. 
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In figure 8 .15 the results after the two weeks of spin-up can be seen. Temperature results 

are quite more similar than salinity results . Using Mercator as open boundary condition 

generates  surface temperatures  a little bit higher than when using ESEOAT but very similar 

distributions . Horizontal distributions  of salinity show lower values  in the platform and near 

the Rias , as  is  expected to be for this  zone. 

 

 
Figure 8.15.- Surface salinity (left image) and temperature (right image) from MOHID results for 22nd 

August and 5th September using T,S fields from ESEOAT and MERCATOR as boundary condition.  
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PPPP     

VVVV     

Similar conclusions  can be obtained when looking at surface values in vertical profiles  for 

both temperature and salinity (fig 8 .16) at different grid points . Nevertheless , profiles 

obtained when using Mercator as  open boundary condition have lower values  of temperature 

in deeper layers  than those obtained using ESEOAT .   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8.16.- Temperature and Salinity profiles at different grid points on 22nd August and on 5th 
September. Dots in red correspond to MOHID results using ESEOAT while black dots correspond to 

results using Mercator. BS point corresponds to that of Silleiro buoy.  

The first exercise was made to compare different results  after the spin-up period (results 

from 6 th until 12 th September 2007). Figure 8 .17 shows  the horizontal T-S fields  from 

Mercator and ESEOAT on the analys is day (5 th September) and on a forecast day (8 th 

September). As  have been said before, temperature field from Mercator shows  values  a little 

bit higher in general than those from ESEOAT but the values  of salinity are lower. 
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Figure 8.17.- Horizontal fields of Temperature and Salinity from Mercator and ESEOAT. Analysis data (5th 

September) and forecast data (8th September) used in the exercise. 

The forecast results from MOHID on 8 th September 2007 show the same differences in 

temperature and salinity fields  as  those of ESEOAT  and Mercator: higher values  of surface 

temperature meanly in the outer platform and lower salinities near the coast when the 

results are from the run us ing Mercator as  boundary condition (fig 8 .18). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.18.- Horizontal fields of Salinity (left images) and Temperature (right images) from forecast 
results (8th September) of MOHID using the T-S fields from Mercator an ESEOAT as boundary conditions. 
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Results in Silleiro buoy (fig 8 .19) show that in all cases the values of temperature are over-

es timated and the differences  in the results  are not very important. Nevertheless, it is 

important to keep in mind that temperature and salinity fields  from both models  are 

boundary conditions  in the first grid of the downscaling MOHID forecast system, so, the 

results in the intermediate and lower scale grid are more controlled by the MOHID core than 

by the effects  of open boundary condition imposed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.19.- Results from spin-up, analysis and forecast of MOHID using both open boundary 
conditions. Spinup1 and spinup2 show MOHID data using Mercator. Spinup1 E and Spinup2 E show 

MOHID data using ESEOAT. 

Below, a satellite image of sea surface temperature (SST ) for 00  UTC  of 06/09/2007 is 
shown. 

 

 

BS 
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Fig.8.20.- Sea surface temperature from satellite. 2007/09/06 00 UTC 

Both models  start September 5 th, and sea surface temperature initialization are quite 

different. Initialization from Mercator model is  more similar to satellite data probably due to 

the use of data assimilation in Mercator model (Figure 8 .21). 

 

  
Fig.8.21.- SST of MOHID using ESEOAT data (right) and Mercator data (left) 

A comparison against satellite image and data buoys  was  made during next 6  days . Satellite 

image of September 11 th, show a better agreement of MOHID forced by ESEOAT solution 

near of Rias  Baixas (Atlantic  coas t), but general behaviour of SST is  quite similar in both 

results . 
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Fig.8.22.- Sea surface temperature from satellite. 2007/09/11 12 UTC 

 

  
Fig.8.23.- SST of MOHID using ESEOAT data (right) and Mercator data (left) 
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Fig.8.24.- Comparison in two different buoys in Galicia coast. Blue line is MOHID with Mercator forcing 

and pink line with ESEOAT solution. 

Results in Bares buoy, in the north part of Galicia, are quite similar in both simulations , and 

also similar to data buoy. 

PA-9 Validation models 

In order to fill up the picture, Intecmar and MeteoGalicia are developing an observation 

network of ocean variables  in the Galician coas t.  This network will provide the necessary 

data to validate the operational models running in MeteoGalicia and also to have a better 

knowledge of the rias . 

 

9.1 Building an observation network 

Intecmar and MeteoGalicia have deployed two ocean-meteorological s tations in the Ria de 

Vigo. The aim of these platforms  is  to collect meteorological data as  temperature, humidity 

and wind, and oceanographic data as  salinity, temperature and currents  at different depths , 

to calibrate and validate the modelization of the ria. 

One of these stations  is  located in the strait of Rande. I t was fixed to highway bridge column.  

Mounting was  shown in the next figure. 
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Figure 9.1: Rande station on the the top of the bridge column. Solar panels and temperature sensor is 

shown in the picture. 
 

 
Figure 9.2: Rande station during the set up. People working on the station is shown in the picture. 

The objective is to regard all the information of the pycnocline in this  place and the flow 

between San Simon Bay (the shallow inner part of the ria) and the rest of the Ria de Vigo. 

The station is  provided with different sensors : air humidity and temperature sensors , CTDs 

for oceanographic measures  at different depth in order to analyse the changes on 

oceanographic conditions generated by the river discharges . Data acquisition is  via inductive 

cable to the data logger and continuously (each 10 minutes) sent via GPRS communications 

to the central server.   
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The second s tation was  mounted on an oceanic  buoy, located at the south of Cies  Islands . 

This  buoy was deployed with the purpose to capture the influence of the entrance of the shelf 

water into the rias , and it has  the same meteorological sensors  as Rande s tation. 3  CTDs in 

different depths  and a ADCP were added to the buoy. 

 
Figure 9.3: Cies buoy during its mooring. 

These stations become to complete the Galician Oceanographic  Network initiated with a 

station in the Ria de Arousa (near C ortegada Is land) during EROCIPS INTERREG IIIB project. 

This  platform was  mounted on an modified aquaculture raft and during the EASY project it 

was  included in the general quality control of data. It was  prepared to collect meteorolgical 

data, horizontal currents  and salinity, preassure and temperature at the surface and in the 

bottom. I t was also used to validate the aplication of MOHID model in the Rias Baixas  of 

Galicia. 
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Figure 9.4: Cortegada Station. All the equipament was mounted on a modified aquiculture raft. 

All data are collected in real time and ingested in a Data Base Server placed in MeteoGalicia 

with a mirror in Intecmar, and an automatic  and manual quality control is  applied to them.  

In the next figure, the location of all s tations  used during EASY project is  shown 

 
Figure 9.5: Location (red flag) of the observation stations using during EASY project. The Cies and 

Rande platforms were deployed during EASY. Cortegada Station was mounted during EROCIPS Project 
and included to the quality control program during EASY project. 

Data dissemination is being done by MeteoGalic ia (http://www.meteogalicia.es ) and 

Intecmar (http://www.intecmar.org/plataformas) Web sites  in order to share these data in 

different formats  (graphs , plain text files , xml files ,…). Both institutions  have committed 

themshelves  to support the maintenance, renewal and enlargement of the Galician 

Oceanographic  Network after the Easy project. In this sense, the Cies  station is being 

replaced by a new one in order to improve the stability of it. 
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9.2 Quality Control 

Intecmar has  collaborated with Meteogalicia in the design of databases  for ocean 

meteorological data storage. Moreover, the necessary arrangements  have been done to 

es tablish the synchronization of the DBs of both institutions  with a frequency of half an hour.  

An automatic  quality control system was  developed, gathering the Coriolis , ESEOO and 

Marsea guidelines . The data quality control is  to check carefully all the data collected in each 

parameter (salinity, conductivity, temperature, water level, density) to find the anomalous  or 

bad data. For this  on the raw time series  data, based on the means  of execution, our quality 

control program is  divided into automated (labeled as  Automatic  QC) and manual (labeled as 

Manual QC) procedures.  

The Automatic  QC uses  three kinds  of tests  to examine a large amount of measurements and 

then the Manual QC is applied to the suspic ious data identified by the AutoQC for further 

check. 

The strategy of Automatic  QC is  not to rejec t data but to locate suspicious data for further 

check. Based on the sequence of execution the automatic  QC consis ts in: 

• Historical range test, to detect and to invalidate the data out of historical 

measurements  in the s tudied area.   

• Spike tes t, to detect and to invalidate the anomalous spike and whenever is possible 

to interpolation the bad data. 

• Persistence test: To detect the systematic  repetition by using Std.  

As an example, next figure  shows  a typical performance of a spike test. 
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Figure 9.6: Typical spike test perfomance on Cortegada Station data. Original data in red and 

interpolated data in green. 

Once the Automatic  QC is  finished all the data has  assigned a quality flag as: 

1 Good data 

2 Suspicious  data 

3 Bad data  

5 Interpolated data  

9 M issing value 

Finally the Manual QC is  made by the operator on the suspicious  data to validate ones  and to 

reject others  on the basis  of their experience and knowledge, thereby in the end of the 

process  the time series  data only consis ts  of data with flag 1  and 3 . Finals  users  should read 

and use carefully those flags  to be sure that only good quality data are used (i.e. only flag 1 

data should be assimilated in models ). 

MeteoGalicia has  developed a software tool to carry out the QC procedure and currently 

MeteoGalicia and Intecmar perform the manual QC in a routine way. Next figure shows  a 

screen of this  tool: 
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Figure 9.7: MeteoGalicia Software Tool to perform the Automatic and Manual Quality Control of the 

observation data. 

9.3 Validation of circulation models 

All of the MeteoGalicia –  Intecmar models  are under constant verification. In the next figures 

different comparisons  between the models  results and real data are shown. 

The network stations  presented before permit to make a full verification of high resolution 

models inside the Ría. In next figures  (Figure 9 .8  and 9 .9) a verification of MOHID model 

against two stations  (Cortegada and Rande) ins ide two different Rias  (Arousa and Vigo) is 

shown 
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Figure 9.8.- Comparison of current velocity and direction between model results (green line) and 

Cortegada real data (blue line) 
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Figure 9.9.- Comparison of current velocity and direction and sea level between model results (green 

line) and Cortegada real data (blue line) 
 

9.4 Validation of atmospheric models 

Figure 9 .1  show a 4  years  grid comparison of ARPS and MM5 wind model forecast (speed and 

direc tion) against QuickScat measurements . Table 9 .1  also shows  another comparison of 

wind models . In this  case, this  validation was  made against P uertos  del Es tado buoys  around 

Galician coas t 
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Figure 9.10: ARPS and MM5 model verification against QuickScat measures. 

 

 

  Wind Speed (m�s-1) Wind Direc tion (degrees) 
  Mean Error RMSE Mean Error RMSE 

 N  Quik ARPS MM5 Quik ARPS MM5 Quik ARPS MM5 Quik ARPS MM5 

Avg 3242 1 .4  0 .4  0 .7  2 .6  2 .1  2 .2  -0 .9  -4 .0  2 .1  52.4 49.2 48.2 

EB 903 1 .5  0 .6  1 .0  2 .8  2 .2  2 .5  -4 .5 -6 .6  -0 .4  45.5 40.2 39.9 

VS 1136 1 .4  0 .1  0 .4  2 .6  1 .9  1 .9  -0 .8  -3 .2  2 .5  45.8 43.0 41.5 

CS 1203 1 .2  0 .4  0 .7  2 .5  2 .2  2 .1  1 .6  -2 .9  3 .6  62.2 59.7 58.6 

Table 9.1: Statistical scores comparing QuikSC AT, ARPS and MM5 with each buoy (Estaca de Bares -EB-, 
Vilán-Sisargas -VS- and Silleiro -CS-). The averaging scores are denoted by Avg, and column labelled as 

“N” shows number of data used in each calculation.  
 

9.5 Validation of Wave models 

It can be seen in next figures a validation of WW3 model against buoy data for a 5 months 

period of 2006. Figures  9 .11, 9 .12  and 9 .13  show this  comparison in Bares  Buoy, 

northernmost part of Galic ia. 
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Figure 9.11.- Significant Height comparison between WW3 and buoy data during 5 months of 2006.  
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Figure 9.12.- Peak Period comparison between WW3 and buoy data during 5 months of 2006.  
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Figure 9.13.- Peak Direction comparison between WW3 and buoy data during 5 months of 2006.  
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Next table show a s tatis tical comparison for whole 2006 year in the three buoys . 
 

 

 Bares Vilano Silleiro Avg 

BIAS 0.205 0 .123 0 .067 0 .126 

MAE 0.327 0 .318 0 .308 0 .317 
 

Hs (m) 
RMSE 0.427 0 .427 0 .414 0 .422 

BIAS -0 .256 -0 .186 -0 .260 -0 .234 

MAE 1.215 1 .235 1 .136 1 .192 
 

Tp (s) 
RMSE 1.783 1 .806 1 .705 1 .762 

MAE 32.886 37.188 17.816 28.701  

Dirp (º) RMSE 77.883 83.323 40.490 68.610 
Table 9.2: Statistical analysis errors against Puertos del Estado buoys 
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Appendix 1. MM5 surface data in NetCDF format 

FTP server access:  ftp.meteogalicia.es  

Data f iles at the FTP 

Full surface model output will be daily at the FTP from both MM5 domains of 10Km and 30Km 

resolution. The data corresponding to forecas t horizons  from 0d, 1d, 2d and 3d will be 

available from model initialized at 00Z, and data corresponding to forecast horizons  from 1d, 

2d and 3d will be available from model initialized at 12Z. Data from the forecast horizon 0d 

of model initialized at 12Z will not be available s ince it would only have 12  hour of 

forecasting data. 

In order to save disk space in our FTP server, only files from model initialized at 00Z and 0d 

forecast horizon will be kept. Also all files  corresponding to the last three days  runs . 

File format 

NetCdf file have been written in CF standard. The available variables are described the table 

at the end of this  document. At this  point it is  important to establish the differences  between 

the names  on the table. The “name” column refers  to the name given to the variable by the 

user who wrote the file. The “full name” column refers to a longer name that pretends to 

describe more precisely the variable. Finally “s tandard name” refers  to the name given to 

this  variable by the CF s tandard. The “units ” column refers  to the units  of the variable 

expressed in the CF standard format. Meanwhile “name” and “full name” column were 

designed by a specific user, “Standard name” and “units” columns names were designed by 

the standard CF. This  represents  an advantage because the “full name” and “unit” names  will 

not change as long as the CF s tandard remains . Because of this  is important to refer any 

application to this  designations  in order to avoid problems in case “name” and “full name” 

designations  could change in the future. In fac t they are likely to change since they doesn’t 

follow a specific logic  in they designations . 

File names  characterize the data contained inside as  follows: 

“model”_”run star data”_”resolution”_”run start hour”_”forecast horizon”.nc  
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As an example, file mm5_20050718_10km_00Z_1d.nc  would indicate: 

� model:   mm5 
� run s tar data:  20050718 
� resolution:   10km 
� run s tar hour:  00Z 
� forecast horizon: 1d 

Every file contains  the model output from 01Z UTC to 00Z UTC  of the day set by the start 

run data and the forecast horizon set in the file name. Following the previous  example the 

file would contain the surface fields  indicated by the table on the 10Km MM5 domain, started 

at 20050718-00Z, for the time interval stated at 20050719-01Z and ended at 20050720-

00Z. 

Name Full name Standard name Units  

Lat Latitude 
coordinate 

Latitude degree_north 

Lon Longitude 
coordinate 

Longitude degree_east 

temp temperature at 
2m 

air_temperature K 

sst sea surface 
temperature 

sea_surface_temperature K 

shflux 

surface 
downward 

sensible heat 
flux 

surface_downward_sens ible_heat_f
lux W m-2 

lhflux 
surface 

downward latent 
heat flux 

surface_downward_latent_heat_flu
x 

W m-2 

swflx 
surface net 
downward 

shortwave flux 

surface_net_downward_shortwave
_flux 

W m-2 

lwflx 
surface net 
downward 

longwave flux 

surface_net_downward_longwave_f
lux 

W m-2 

u Lon-wind at 10m eastward_wind m s-1 
v lat-wind at 10m northward_wind m s-1 

lwm land/water mask land_binary_mask 1  

prec 

Total 
accumulated 

rainfall between 
each model 

output 

precipitation_amount kg m-2 

ms lp mean sea level 
pressure 

air_pressure_at_sea_level Pa 

c ft 
cloud cover at 
low and mid 

levels  
cloud_area_fraction 1  

rh relative humidity 
at 2m 

relative_humidity 1  

Variable names on the NetCDF files 
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